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1. Introduction 
A Mori domain is a domain such that the ascending chain condition holds in the 
set of integral divisorial ideals (cf. [13, p. 195]). Thus in a Mori domain A we can 
consider the proper integral ideals maximal with respect to being divisorial. We call 
them maximal divisorial ideals of A and we denote this set by DIn(A). The ideals 
of DIn(A) are primes (cf. Proposition 2.1) and have a central role in this paper. 
We first generalize to any Mori domain some results known for Krull domains, 
which are actually completely integrally closed Mori domains (cf. for example [4, 
Ch. 7, §1, No. 3, Theorem 2]). It is well known that, i rA is a Krull domain, Dm(A ) 
is the set of height 1 primes and A = ~ {Ap: PeDro(A)}, where this decomposition 
has finiteness character and, for each PeDro(A), Ap is a DVR (discrete valuation 
ring). Moreover in a Krull domain A the group of the divisorial ideals is generated 
by the height 1 primes ofA (cf. [4, Ch. 7, §1]). We show that, ifA is a Mori domain, 
A = ~ {Ap: PeDro(A)}, where this decomposition has finiteness character (cf. 
Proposition 2.2(b)) and it is irredundant (cf. Corollary 3.2), and we give a 'good 
representation' for any divisorial ideal of A in terms of DIn(A) (cf. Proposition 
2.2(c)). 
In order to 'measure' the distance that a Mori domain A is from being Krull, it 
seems natural to divide Dm(A) into two subsets: the primes P of Dm(A ) such that 
A e is a DVR, and the other primes. We characterize the first subset of Dm(A) 
(denoted by ,~(A)) in Theorem 2.5. In this way we get for a Mori domain A a 
'canonical decomposition' i  two overrings, A =B CIA', where B = ~ {Ap: P e ~(A)} 
is a Krull domain and A'= ~ {Ap: PeDro(A)\ ~(A)} is a Mori domain very far 
from being Krull (we call it a strongly Mori domain) (cf. Theorem 3.3). Therefore, 
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in accordance with the terminology of [8], we can say that each Mori domain is an 
A'-Krull domain, where A'  is strongly Mori (cf. Proposition 3.4). 
In Section 4 we give a general method to construct a new class of examples of 
Mori domains, as intersections of 'Mori puIlbacks', starting with a given Krull 
domain C (cf. Construction 4.1). Theorem 4.3 gives some information on a Mori 
domain A obtained in such a way and describes in particular Dm(A). Finally, Pro- 
position 4.5 examines a particular case of Construction 4.1 and shows that the Mori 
domain A obtained in this case is a 'generalized' pullback of the Krull domain C. 
The paper ends with some explicit examples of Mori domains, with maximal 
divisorial ideals of different kinds. 
Throughout he paper A is an integral domain and K is its quotient field. Any 
unexplained terminology is standard, as in [7,10]. 
2. Maximal divisorial ideals in a Mori domain 
We first show that in any integral domain, if a maximal divisorial ideal exists, it 
is prime. 
Proposition 2.1. Let A be an integral domain and P an integral ideal of  A maximal 
with respect o being divisorial. Then P is a prime ideal. 
Proof. Let a, b e A, with ab~ P and a ¢ P. Consider the ideal J = (P, a). Since P C 
JCJv,  Jv=A. But, since ab~P, bJ=b(P,a)CP, hence (bJ)vCP. Thus bebA = 
bJv=(bJ)vCP. [] 
The next proposition gives a 'good representation' of a Mori domain A and of 
its divisorial ideals in terms of DIn(A), the maximal divisorial ideals of A. 
Proposition 2.2. Let A be a Mori domain. Then 
(a) I f  I is a non-zero fractional ideal of  A, then IAp - Ap for all but finitely 
many PeDm(A); 
(b) A = ~ [Ap: PeDm(A) }, and this decomposition has finiteness character, i.e. 
if O:/=xeA, then x is a unit of Ap, for all but finitely many P~Dm(A); 
(c) I f  I is a fractional ideal of A, then Iv = ~ IvAp = ~ (IAp) v where P ranges 
over Dm(A). 
Proof. (a) Let Ha(0)  be an integral ideal of A. If Hv=A,  then HCP for each 
PeDro(A) and HAp=Ap for each PeDro(A). If Hv~A,  then HCHv is contained 
in at least one ideal PeDm(A ). If HCP1,  P2,-.. ,Pn, "" with Pi=/=Pj (for i:/:j), then 
consider the chain of divisorial ideals {In:n_>l}, where I n=~ {Pi: l<_i<n}. 
{In: n> 1} is a strictly decreasing chain, because if In=In+ 1, then PI...PnCIn= 
In+lCPn+l and hence Pi=Pn+I for some i, l< i<n.  Thus (O)=#HCD{In: n>l} ;  
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but in a Mori domain for each strictly decreasing chain of divisorial ideals 
[I n" n>_l}, 0 {In" n>_ 1} =(0) (cf. [14, Theorem 1]), so we have a contradiction. 
Therefore H is contained only in a finite number of PeDm(A) and hence 
HAp=Ap for all but finitely many PeDm(A). 
If I:g(0) is a fractional ideal of A, then H=dlCA for some O=/:deA. Thus 
dlAp=A, ,  i.e. IAp=d- lAp for all but finitely many P~Dm(A). But we know 
that, since O~d -1 ~K, d-tAp =Ap for all but finitely many P~Dm(A ) (cf. [9, §2]). 
Thus IAp=A,  for all but finitely many P~Dm(A). 
(b) By [10, Theorem 53], A = ~Ap,  where P ranges over all maximal primes of 
principal ideals. But the maximal primes of principal ideals (cf. [10, p. 3, defini- 
tion]) are ideals of type yA NA for some y ~K and hence they are divisorial. Thus 
A = ~ Ap, where P ranges over all divisorial primes, and, if A is a Mori domain, 
the intersection does not change if P ranges over the maximal divisorial primes of 
A that are, by Proposition 2.1, the maximal divisorial ideals of A. Hence A = 
[Ap: P~Dm(A)}. Moreover if O#=xeA, then it follows from (a) that xAp=Ap, 
i.e. x is a unit of Ap, for all but finitely many P~Dm(A). 
(c) If we define I *=~ {IAp:P~Dm(A)}, from [7, Theorem 32.5] and (b) it 
follows that the mapping I--,I* is a .-operation on A. Then, by [7, Theorem 
34.1(4)], ICI*CIv and so, if I is divisorial, Iv=I*=~{IAp:PeDm(A)]= 
{IvAp: PEDro(A)]. Moreover, since A is a Mori domain, IvAp = (IAp)v for each 
P (cf. for example [11, proof of Theorem 2]). 
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(a) I is v-invertible; 
(b) (I:I)=A; 
(c) IAp is principal for each P~Dm(A ). 
Proof. (a),~ (b) is true for any integral domain (cf. [7, Proposition 34.2]). 
(a),~(c) (I(A:I))v=A if and only if I(A:I)~_P for each PeDm(A), i.e. if and 
only if I(A:I)Ap=Ap. But, since A is a Mori domain, I(A:I)Ap=IAp(Ap:IAp) 
(cf. [11, proof of Theorem 2]), thus I is v-invertible if and only if lAp is invertible 
in Ap for each PeDro(A). Since Ap is quasilocal, lAp is invertible if and only if it 
is principal. [] 
We say that a fractional ideal I of A is strong if (I:I) = (A :I) (cf. [3]) and that 
it is strongly divisorial if it is strong and divisorial (cf. [11]). 
Theorem 2.5. Let A be a Mori domain and let PcDm(A). Then the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(a) P is v-invertible; 
(b) Ap is a DVR; 
(c) Ap is a valuation domain; 
(d) P is not strong. 
Proof. (a)=(d) If P is strong, (P:P)=(A:P) and hence P(A:P)=PCA. 
(d)=(b). If P is not strong there exists xeK such that xPCA and xPcZP. Thus 
xPAp =Ap, and PAp =x-lAp is principal. But, by [11, Corollary 3] Ap is a Mori 
domain; therefore the strictly decreasing chain of divisorial ideals {x-nAp: n >_ 1} 
is such that ~ {x-nAp: n>_ 1} =(0) (cf. [14, Theorem 1]). Applying [4, Ch. 6, Pro- 
position 9, No. 6, p. 109] we conclude that Ap is a DVR (cf. also [15, Theorem 
A-41). 
(b) = (a) By Proposition 2.4, it is enough to show that PAQ is principal for each 
Q~Dm(A). But, since Ap is a DVR, PAp is principal and, for P~Q~Dm(A), 
PA Q = A O is principal too. 
(b) ¢~ (c) Since, by [11, Corollary 3] Ap is a Mori domain, it is enough to show 
that a valuation Mori domain V=Ap is a DVR. But this follows from [11, Cor- 
ollary 2]. [] 
Theorem 2.5 shows in particular that, given a Mori domain A, the set DIn(A) 
consists of a subset ~(A) of v-invertible divisorial ideals and of the complementary 
subset ~(A) of strongly divisorial ideals. 
It is well known that, if A is a Krull domain, Dm(A) is the set of height 1 primes 
and that they are all v-invertible. Thus, if A is a Krull domain, Dm(A ) = ~(A) and 
Se(A) =0. If A is a Mori, non-Krull domain, then from Proposition 2.2(b) and 
Theorem 2.5 it follows that Se(A)#: 0. In this case maximal divisorial ideals of height 
n, for any n >0, may exist, as the following example shows: 
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Example 2.6. Let A=F'+XF[[X]], X=(X1, ...,An) , where F is a field and F 'a  
proper subfield of F. A is the pullback of F '  in the Krull domain F[[X]], thus it is 
a Mori domain (cf. [2, Theorem 3.2]). The maximal ideal M=XF[[X]] of A is a 
maximal divisorial ideal and ht(M)= n. 
We define a strongly Mori domain as a Mori domain A such that no v-invertible 
maximal divisorial ideal exists, that is such that Dm(A ) = 5°(A). The Mori domain 
A of Example 2.6 is a strongly Mori domain. 
3. A canonical decomposition 
Using some results of [1] and [12], we easily get 
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a Mori domain and SCDm(A ). l f  R= n {Ap: PeS  ], 
then there exists a one-to-one map j:  S"Dm(R ) such that Ap = Rj(p). 
Proof. The overring R of A is a generalized quotient ring of A (cf. [1; 9,{}4]), in 
fact, if 2:= {integral ideals H of A IHfCP for each PeS},  we have R=Az= 
{xeK IxHCA for some HeZ'}.  Consider the map j :S~Spec(R)  defined, as in 
[1,§1], by j (P )=Ps={xeK lxHCP , for some He_r} for each PeS.  If PeS,  
P79H for each He_r, thus, by [1, Theorem 1.1], j(P) is a prime of R, the map j 
is injective and Ap =Rj(p). 
We claim that j(S)=DIn(R). If we define the map j for any divisorial ideal 
I of A, setting j ( I )=lz= [xeK IxHc I  for some HeZ'},  we get a surjective map 
of the set of fractional divisorial ideals of A onto the set of fractional divisorial 
ideals of R such that for each integral divisorial ideal 1' of R, (I"OA) is a divisorial 
ideal of A and j ( I 'NA)=I" (cf. [12, §3, proof of Theorem 1]). Let PeS and 
j(P) C Q, where Q is an integral divisorial ideal of R. Since Q AA is divisorial and P 
maximal divisorial, P = Q NA. But j(Q AA) = Q, thus j(P) = Q and j(P) e Dm(R ). 
For the opposite inclusion, let QeDm(R ). If (QAA)c£P, for each PeS,  then 
(QAA)eZ" and j (QAA)=(QAA)z=R , while by [12, §3 proof of Theorem 1], 
j (QAA)=Q.  This is a contradiction, thus (QAA)cP  for some PeS.  Hence 
Q=j(QOA)Cj (P)¢R.  Since QeDm(B ) and j(P) is divisorial, we have 
Q=j(P). [] 
Corollary 3.2. Let A be a Mori domain. Then the decomposition A= 
n {Ap: P e Dm(A)} (cf. Proposition 2.2Co)) is irredundant, i.e. if P o e Dm(A) ,  then 
Apo73 n {Ap: P eDm(A),PC Po }. 
Proof. Let R = n lAp: PeDm(A), P=/=Po }- If ApoDR, then A =R. But, putting 
S = D m (A) \ P0, the one-to-one correspondence j : S ~ D m (R) = Dm (A) (cf. Proposi- 
tion 3.1) gives j-1 (Po) = P0 n A = P0 e S, which is a contradiction. [] 
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Using the notation of Section 2, it seems natural to consider for a Mori domain 
the following canonical decomposition: 
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a Mori domah~. Then 
(a) B= ~ lAp: P~ ~(A)} is a Krull domain; 
(b) A'= ~ [AQ" Q~ SP(A) } is a strongly Mori domain; 
(c) A =BNA'. 
Proof. (a) if Pe~(A),  then Ap is a DVR (cf. Theorem 2.5). But d:(A)CDm(A), 
thus, by Proposition 2.2(b), the decomposition A = ('] lAp: Pe J (A) ]  has finite- 
ness character and hence B is a Krull domain. 
(b) As noted before, A'  is a generalized quotient ring of A, thus by [12, §3, Cor- 
ollary 1] A'  is a Mori domain. Moreover by Proposition 3.1 there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence j between S¢(A) and Dm(A' ) such that, if Pe S¢(A), Ap=A~(v). 
Since P (resp. j(P)) is v-invertible if and only if Ap (resp. A~W)) is a DVR, we have 
that P is v-invertible in A if and only if j(P) is v-invertible in A', hence there are 
no v-invertible ideals in Dm(A'). 
(c) Trivial, by Proposition 2.2(b), since Dm(A ) = SO(A)0 Se(Z). [] 
Following [8], we say that an integral domain A is a A'-Krull domain if A has 
the same quotient field K of A'  and if there exists a set { V/: i ~ 1 } of rational valua- 
tion domains of quotient field K such that {V~: i~I} has finiteness character, 
A'cZ~{Vi: i~I} and A=~{Vi : i~ I ]NA ' .  
If A is a A'-Krull domain, { V/: i ~ I} is a set of essential A'-representatives for
A if, for each j~L  Vi25~{V/: i~Li:/:j}fqA' (cf. [8, 1.6]). 
Therefore from Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.2, we obtain 
Proposition 3.4. I rA is a Mori domain, then A is a A'-Krull domain, where A' is 
a strongly Mori domain and {Ap: Pe  ~(A) } is a set of essential A'-representatives 
for A. 
Since a Noetherian domain is a Mori domain, what we proved for Mori domains 
holds for Noetherian domains too. 
Moreover, from [8, Theorem 1.10] and Proposition 3.4 we get 
Corollary 3.5. Let A be a Mori domain and let A =B NA" be its canonical decom- 
position (cf. Theorem 3.3). l f  each P~ a(A) is a maximal ideal of A, then A' is flat 
over A and A is Noetherian if and only if A" is Noetherian. 
Remark 3.6. Let D and D'  be overrings of A such that A =D t')D'. I fD  is a Krull do- 
main and D '  is a strongly Mori domain, then A is a Mori domain (cf. [14, §1, 
Theorem 2] or [15, Proposition A-I]), but it is not necessarily true that 
D = ~ {Ap: P~ ,~(A)} and D '= ~ {Ap: P~ Sa(A)}. In Section 4 we shall give an 
example (cf. Example 4.6(b)), where Dc~{Ap:P~d: (A)}  and D'D,~{Ap: 
P~ Sa(A)}. 
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4. A class of examples 
Given a valuation domain V with maximal ideal M, consider the domain A which 
arises from the following Cartesian square: 
A = rc - l ( F ' )  ,, F '  
V " V/M= F 
where F '  is a subring of the field F. It is known that A is a Mori domain if and only 
if V is a DVR and F '  is a field (cf. [2]). In this case A is a quasilocal domain of 
dimension 1and its maximal ideal M is strongly divisorial. Thus, according with our 
definition (cf. Section 2), A is a strongly Mori domain, which we call a Mori 
pullback of  the DVR V. 
This elementary class of strongly Mori domains, together with the canonical 
decomposition of a Mori domain A as an intersection of a Krull domain B and a 
strongly Mori domain A' (cf. Theorem 3.3), suggests a way to construct a new class 
of examples. 
Construction 4.1. Let C be a Krull domain. Then C= n { v/: i e i }, where, for each 
i e I, II/is a DVR with maximal ideal M i. Let {I 1, I 2 } be a partition of the set of in- 
dices I and, for each ieI2, let Ai be a Mori pullback of the DVR II/. Consider the 
domain A= n { V/: i e I l}n{A i :  ieI2}. 
We want to show that the domain A, constructed as in Construction 4.1, is a Mori 
domain and, if the decomposition C - -n  Iv/: i e I}  is irredundant, i.e. if for each 
j e l ,  Vj ~ n iv/: i e i, i . j  }, we want to describe the maximal divisorial ideals of A 
in terms of M i, the maximal ideals of the valuation overrings V/. 
Notice that without loss of generality we can assume in Construction 4.1 that the 
quotient field K of A coincides with the quotient field K' of C. In fact, if KCK' ,  
consider the ring c '=N{V/GK:  i e l I .  It is easy to check that for each i e I, 
II/n K -  V/' is a DVR with maximal ideal Mr/n K and that C' is a Krull domain. 
Moreover we have A = n { v/: i e 111 N {A~: i e/2 }, where, for each i e/2, A~ = 
AiAK is a Mori pullback of the DVR V/(as is easy to check) and the quotient field 
of A coincides with the quotient field of C'. 
Example 4.6 shows that actually K:/:K' is possible. 
Lemma 4.2. Let {Ai: i e I}  be a family of  domains and A = n {Ai: i e I} .  If, for 
each i eL  Ai has the same quotient field K as A and if  J . (O)  is an ideal o f  A, then 
(A: J) = n { (Ai:JAi): i e I}. 
Proof. Trivial. [] 
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Theorem 4.3. Let C be a Krull domain and let A be a subring of  C constructed as 
in Construction 4.1 such that the quotient field of  A coincides with the quotient field 
of  C. Let B = ~ (V/: i e ll ] and A'= ~ {Ai: i e I2 ]. We have 
(a) The family [V/: ieI1 }U [Ai: ieI2} has finiteness character; 
(b) A is a Mori domain; 
(c) B is a Krull domain; 
(d) C is the complete integral closure of  A. 
If, moreover, the decomposition C= ~ [V/: i e I ]  is irredundant, then 
(e) Let Pi = Mi Iq A for each i e L I f  j e I and if  Pj c£ Pi for each j =/: i e I, then 
Pj e Dm(A). Moreover, if j eI1, then Pj is v-invertible and if j e I  2, then Pj is 
strongly divisorial; 
(f) I f  PeDm(A ), then P=MiNA for some ieI ;  
(g) A' is a strongly Mori domain. 
Proof. (a) Let a e A. Since A C C and C has finiteness character, a is invertible in 
all but finitely many V/, i eL  But if i e I  2, a is invertible in V/if and only if aCMi, 
i.e. if and only if a is invertible in Z i. 
(b) Follows from (a), because V/(/e/l) and A i (ieI2) are Mori domains (cf. [14, 
Theorem 2]). 
(c) Trivial. 
(d) Denoting the complete integral closure of A (resp. of V/, Zi) by A* (resp. 
V/* A*), by (a) and [9, Lemma 2.2], we have A*= ~ [1I/*: i e I  1 }CI [A*: ieI2 }. But 
V/*= V/(/e/ l)  and A*= II/(ielz), thus A*=C. 
(e) Let j e I and Pj c£ Pi for each j :~ i e L Let M be an integral ideal of A such that 
P jCMCA.  To prove that P j~Dm(A) ,  it is enough to show that M is not 
divisorial. Applying Lemma 4.2, we get (A:M) = ('1 {(V/:MV/): i e I  l } fq {(Ai:MAi): 
i e I 2 }. Since for each i e I, Pi = Mi f) A and, for each j q: i e L Pj cZ Pi, we have for 
each j :#ieI ,  PjcZM i, hence M~£Mi and MV/= V/(if j :#ie l l )  and MAi=A i (if 
j~ ie I2) .  If i=j, since MjNA=PjCM,  equally M£Mj ,  hence MVj= Vj (if je I1)  
or MAj =Aj (if jeI2).  Thus (A:M) = ('1 { V/: ie I l  } f) [Ai: ieI2 } =A and M is not 
divisorial. 
Let j e Ia. We show that Pj is v-invertible, i.e. that Apj is a DVR (cf. Proposi- 
tion 2.5). Let R=~ IV/: ie I l ,  iq:j}N {Ai: ieI2}. I fRC  Vj, then A =R and, pass- 
ing to the complete integral closure, A*= R*. But, by (d), A*= C and, by [9, Lemma 
2.2], R*=~ [V/: ieL iq: j} .  Since by hypothesis we have chosen an irredundant 
decomposition of C, V j~[V i : ie I ,  i=/:j}, this contradicts A*=C=R*. Thus 
A =Rrl  Vj, with R£  Vj. Applying [8, Lemma 1.3] we have At,j= Vj, which is a 
DVR. 
Let je I2.  We have ApjCAjC Vj. Since these domains have the same quotient 
field and Vj is a DVR, Apj is not a DVR and Pj is strongly divisorial (cf. Theorem 
2.5). 
(f) Suppose that there exists PeDro(A), P4:Pi =Mif3A for each i eL  Since the 
decomposition A = ["1 [Ap: PeDro(A)} is irredundant (el. Corollary 3.2), A C 
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{Apt: ie I} .  But ('] {Api: ie I}  C (7 { Vi: i eI1 } f3 {Ai: ieI2} =A, a contradiction. 
(g) Applying (e) to the Mori domain A '= ('] {Ai: i~I2}, constructed as in Con- 
struction 4.1 starting with the Krull domain C '= ~ { V/: i e I  z }, we get that A'  does 
not have v-invertible maximal divisorial ideals, i.e. A' is a strongly Mori do- 
main. [] 
Before giving explicit examples, let us consider a particular case of Construction 
4.1, i.e. when the subset of indices 12 has a single element. We need the following: 
Lemma 4.4. Let C be an integral domain, Pc  Spec(C) and l~ : C/P - - *Cp/PCp the 
canonical embedding. Let Ao be the domain which arises from the following Carte- 
sian square: 
A0 = nol(D0) ,, D O 
gO 
Cp ,, Cp/PCp=F 
where no is the canonical surjection and D O a subring of the field F. Let A be the 
domain which arises from the following Cartesian square: 
A = 7t-l(D) .D  
C ;' C/P 
where zt is the canonical surjection and D=p-l(D0).  Then we have A =Aof)C. 
Proof. It is trivial that A CA0 and A C C. For the opposite inclusion, if xeAo N C, 
it is enough to show that n(x)eD. But n(x)=/t-l(n0(x)) and no(X)eDo, because 
x e Ao. Thus n(x) ~ D. [] 
We recall that if C is a Krull domain, and V is a DVR of a defining family for 
C with center P on C, then Cp = V (cf. for example [4, Chapter 7]). Thus, from the 
previous lemma, we can deduce the following: 
Proposition 4.5. Let C be a Krull domain and C= ~ { Vi: i~ I}  an irredundant 
decomposition of C in DVR's. Let A = A { Vi: i ~ I \ {i0}} NAo, where Ao =Ai o is 
the Mori pullback of  Vo= Vio (with maximal ideal Mo) which arises from the 
following Cartesian square: 
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A0 = nol(F ') ,, F '  
ItO 
V o ,, Vo/Mo=F 
where no & the canonical surjection. I f  Po=MoNA, then A & just the domain 
which arises from the following Cartesian square: 
A = n-l(D) ,D  
It 
C ~ C/P o 
where D=/I- I (F ') ,  if It is the canonical embedding of C/Po into CPo/PoCPo= 
Vo /M o = F. 
Examples 4.6. Let C be a Krull domain and A a Mori subring of C given as in the 
statement of Proposition 4.5. Notice that, using the notation of Proposition 4.5, A 
and C have the ideal P0 = M0 O A = Mo ° C in common and hence they have the 
same quotient field. Moreover, if A C C, then, by Theorem 4.3, in Dm(A ) there is 
only one strongly divisorial ideal, P0, and the other maximal divisorial ideals of A 
are the centers of the DVR's V/on A (for ieI ,  iq:io), Pi =MiOA (using the nota- 
tion of Theorem 4.3). Since, by Proposition 4.5, (A:Po)=(Po:Po)= C, it is known 
that there is a one-to-one inclusion-preserving correspondence b tween the primes 
of A that do not contain P0 and the primes of C that do not contain P0 (cf. for ex- 
ample [5, Corollary 1.5, 3)]). Thus if Pi, Pj~Po, then Pi~Pj for each i:#j. We 
want to show with some explicit examples that it can happen that Pi ~P0, for each 
Pi ~:P0 (cf. (a) and (c)) or that Pi C P0 for some Pi #:Po (cf. (b)). 
(a) Consider the Krull domain C=F[X] = nF[X](f), where F is a field and f 
ranges over the irreducible polynomials of F[X]. Consider the domain A-- 
n [F[X](f):f~X} A(F'+XF[X](x)), where F '  is a proper subfield of F. By Pro- 
position 4.5, A =F'+XF[X] and, by Theorem 4.3, A is a Mori domain, the unique 
strongly divisorial ideal in DIn(A) is Po=XF[X](x)AA =XF[X] and the other 
maximal divisorial ideals (all v-invertible) are of the type fF[X](y)AA =fF[X] AA 
where f is an irreducible polynomial of FIX]. In this case Pi c£ Po for each Pi ~ Po. 
In fact for each irreducible polynomial f=ro+r lX+. . .+rnX n of F[X], 
f ro le  (fF[XI AA) \ XF[XI. 
(b) Let F be a field and let C=F[X, Y] = n [FIX, Y](f)}, where f ranges 
over the irreducible polynomials of FIX, Y]. Consider the domain A= 
n {F[X, Y l ( f ) : f¢x I  A(F+XF[X, Y](x)); A is a domain obtained from the Krull 
domain C, replacing one DVR of an irredundant decomposition of C with a Moil 
pullback. By  Proposition 4.5, A =F+XF[X, Y] =F[[XY n }- n_>0] and, by 
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Theorem 4.3, A is a Mori domain, the unique strongly divisorial ideal in Dm(A ) is 
Po =XF[X, Y] and the other maximal divisorial ideals (all v-invertible) are of the 
type fF [X ,Y] ( f )OA=fF[X ,Y]NA,  where f is an irreducible polynomial of 
F[X, Y]. In this case PiCPo for some i (take for example Pi = YF[X, Y]OA) and 
PjcZP o for some j (take for example Pj=(X+ 1)FIX, Y]OA). 
With respect o the 'canonical decomposition' of A (cf. Section 3) and to Remark 
3.6, we can notice, putting n { F[X, Y]($): f~  X ] = D and F + XF[X, Y](x) = D', that 
we have A = D n D', where D is a Krull domain and D'  a strongly Mori domain, but 
DcN {Ap: PE 5(A)} =B (for example 1/YeB \ D) andD'D n {Ap: Pc  SP(A)} = 
Apo, because dim A,o 0.> dim D'  = 1. 
(c) Let F be a field, let C=F[X, Y](r)AF[X, Y](x) and A=F[X, Y](r)A 
(F+XF[X, Y](x)). By Proposition 4.5, A =F+XC. By Theorem 4.3, A is a Mori 
domain with a unique strongly divisorial ideal in DIn(A), Po=XC. If P= 
YF[X, Y](y)AA, we have PcLP o (the element Y/(X+ Y)=I -X / (X+ Y) is in 
P \ P0); thus, by Theorem 4.3, P~Dm(A) and P is v-invertible. 
(d) We now give an example to show that in Construction 4.1 the quotient field 
of A can be smaller than the quotient field of C. 
Let C=IR[X] = n [~[X]( f ) : f  irreducible in ~[X]} and consider the subring 
A = n {© +fll~[x](f):f irreducible in ~[X] ]. We want to show that A = ©. 
Notice that, since A C R[X] and, for each irreducible polynomial f of ~[X], 
©+ f~[X](f)nIl~[X]=©+ fll~[X] (cf. Proposition 4.5), A=N [©+ flR[X]: f 
irreducible in ~[x] lcn{Q+(X-a)~[X] :ae~}.  Let ae~ and g(X)= 
q + (X -  a)(h o + h 1X +... + hn X n) ~ (© + (X -  a) IR[X]), where q e (I) and h i ~ IR. I f 
b ~ It~, g(X) ~ © + (X -  b)IR[X] if and only if the remainder r of the Euclidean divi- 
sion of g(X) by (X -  b) is in ©. But r = b n+ lh n + bn(hn_ 1 - ahn) + "'" + b(ho- ahl) + 
(q + aho). Thus, if the polynomial function r in the variable b is a rational con- 
stant, then h,, = hn- 1 . . . . .  h0 = 0 and g(X) = q ~ Q, otherwise there exists b e 
such that r ¢ ©, hence g(X) ¢ A. 
(e) Finally we give an example, for any n e IN, of a Mori domain A with n strongly 
divisorial ideals in Dm(A ). 
Let F '  be a proper subfield of F and suppose that F '  has at least n elements. Let 
C=F[X] and al, ...,an EF'. Consider the Moil subring of C, A = n {F[X](f): f i r -  
reducible in F[X], f :# (X -  ai) for each i } n IF' + (X -  ai)F[X](x_ai): i = 1,..., n } = 
n I F '+  (X-ai)F[X]: i= 1, ..., n ]. We want to show that for each i, i= 1, ..., n, 
Pi=(X-ai)F[X](x_at)nA is a strong maximal divisorial ideal of A. By Theorem 
4.3, it is enough to show that Pi(ZfF[X](f)nz =fF[X]AA,  for each irreducible 
polynomial f of F[X], f:/: (X-ai) .  
Notice that (X -  ai) ~ F' + (X -  aj)F[X] if and only if the remainder of the Eucli- 
dean division of (X-a i )  by (X -a  j), i.e. r= (aj-ai), is an element of F'. Thus, 
since al,.. . ,  an E F', (X -  al),..., (X -  an) ~ A and hence (X -  ai) ~ Pi for each i, 
i= 1,...,n. But, for each irreducible polynomial f of F[X], f~(X-a i ) ,  
(X-a i )C~fF[S] ;  thus (X -a i )q~fF[S]nA and PiqS fF [X]NA.  
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